
Matsunami Karate Home Practice Sheet 
Lesson 2 : Reverse Punch & Chamber 

Reverse Punch 
The most basic and common punch in karate is called the Reverse Punch. It is done with the rear arm 
when one leg is in front of the other.


In Japanese it’s called gyaku tsuki (逆突き). You may sometimes hear it referred to as choku tsuki 
(straight punch). Gyaku simply means “reverse” or “rear". Gyaku (reverse) Tsuki (punch or thrust).


How To Perform Version 1 
Standard For Self Defense Kata Application 


1. Get in a good fighting stance. Lead hand extended out and rear hand chambered at hip.

2. Start the motion by driving your rear hip forward letting your lead hand retract toward the 

opposite hip and the punching hand extending forward.

3. At the same time as the hip drives forward, drive your rear leg into the ground keeping your 

heel on the floor.

4. Keep your elbows tucked, they should slide along either side of your body,

5. The punching hand remains palm up until just before of the moment of impact.

6. Just before impact the hand should rotate 180 degrees palm down.

7. The striking surface is the first two knuckles. 







How To Perform Version 2 
Standard For Fighting, Sparring or No Limb Control


1. Get in a good fighting stance with a good fighting guard.

2. Start the motion by driving your rear hip forward letting your lead hand retract toward just 

under the chin and the punching hand extending forward.

3. At the same time as the hip drives forward, drive your rear leg into the ground. Heel can be 

up or down.

4. Keep your elbows tucked in as they move.

5. The punching hand remains vertical, knuckles facing your target, up until just before of the 

moment of impact.

6. Just before impact the hand should rotate 90 degrees palm down.

7. The striking surface is the first two knuckles.


Tips and Common Mistakes Applicable to Version 1 & 2 
- Keep elbows close to the body. Watch that they don’t “fly” out.

- When driving the back hip forward it is important to not let the lead hip move backwards much.

- Keep your shoulders relaxed. We throw punches using the hips not with the shoulders like a boxer 

would.

- Breathe and stay loose. Try not to hold your breath when you punch. The body should stay relaxed 

and only tense on the moment of impact. Breathe out as you make contact.

- Keep straight upright posture. Don’t lean into the punch, keep your body weight under you. Use your 

legs to make distance.

- Don’t turn the front foot outward.

- Make sure your rear foot is planted on the ground. It should not drag up after the punch.


Advanced Application 
Practice each version with both heel up and heel down. Generally (but not always) when the heel is down 
you are defensively striking so you are preparing to intercept the weight of your opponent against the 
punch. When the heel is up though this tends to be a more offensive punch. You remain more nimble 
and can easily follow up with multiple strikes and have a slightly longer reach.




Non-Punching Hand (Chamber) 

The hand that is not punching is call the Hiki-te, pulling hand. It is highly misunderstood in karate and its 
function is just as important as the punching hand.


Low Hiki-te (hip chambered) 
In kata you will always see the chambered hand at the hip. The reason for this is right in the name, 
“pulling hand”. You are pulling some part of your opponent. The pulling can be either to off balance, 
clear a limb or distance gage an opponent. So when you see this you always have to imagine holding 
something in the chambered hand.


High Hiki-te (chin chambered) 
In self defense sometimes you may not be able to grab onto anything or you may be fighting in a 
competition situation. In these cases is important to keep the chamber high by your chin. This offers 
protection against attacks and provides a shorter hand to target distance for throwing a second punch.


Common Misconception Regarding Chamber Hand 
The biggest misconception is that the chambering hand, by retracting, provides power to the punching 

hand. This is biomechanically, historically and conceptually wrong.

 


Low Hiki-te 

 

High Hiki-te 



Weekly Practice Chart Challenge 
Are you up for the test?  

Complete the reverse punch challenge, show your sensei and 
receive the Reverse Punch Challenge Certificate!  

Week 1  
- 5 Punches Each Arm Low Hiki-te                

Start Date:_______________________ 

Week 2  
- 5 Punches Each Arm Low Hiki-te 
- 5 Punches Each Arm High Hiki-te       

Start Date:_______________________ 

Week 3   
- 10 Punches Each Arm High and Low Hiki-te                      

Start Date:_______________________ 

Week 4  
- 20 Punches Each Arm High and Low Hiki-te                     

Start Date:_______________________ 
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